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Abstract
This paper considers the pre-processing design to mitigate the multibeam interference in the downlink of a
high throughput satellite, with a common precoder for several users sharing the same frame, and limited
adaptation capabilities on-board the satellite. Beams are grouped in clusters managed by different
non-cooperative gateways. A two-level approach is performed, with an on-board beamforming network
complemented by on-ground precoders. The former, designed with the SLNR (Signal-to-Leakage and Noise
Ratio) criterion, mitigates the inter-cluster interference, whereas the latter fight the intra-cluster multiuser
co-channel interference. Judicious user scheduling is also addressed to limit the impact of the multicasting and
limited adaptation capabilities. Several two-level precoding designs can be obtained by setting accordingly the
degree of cooperation and the frame adaptation, with an overall satisfactory performance with respect to the
single-gateway benchmark. In particular, a sector-based solution with non-cooperative gateways presents a
good trade-off between gateway autonomy and performance.
Keywords: Frame based Precoding; Multi-group multicast precoding; Two-Level precoding; Multibeam
Satellite; Multiple Gateways

1 Introduction
The increasing demand for communication throughput
is pushing the technology, also in the case of space.
High Throughput Satellites (HTS) are steadily gaining prevalence, operating on mature multibeam technology, with bandwidth carefully shared by the different beams to keep co-channel interference at low
levels [1]. However, the ever-growing traffic demand
is pressing for more efficient ways of allocating the
scarce power and bandwidth resources. Exploitation of
the whole bandwidth by all beams is being considered
as a way forward to very high throughput satellites
(V/HTS). This aggressive full frequency reuse scheme
gives rise to strong co-channel interference, making it
necessary to implement advanced cancellation schemes
such as linear precoding at the transmit side [2, 3, 4], or
the adoption of Multi-User Detection (MUD) receivers
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The use of precoding for the satellite forward link
finds some practical challenges, some of which have
been deeply studied in the literature [10, 4]. For instance, long forward error correction codewords accommodating information bits for several users are at
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the core of the physical layer of the DVB-S2 standard.
The multiplexing of information addressed to users
with different channels under the same physical layer
frame requires the use of multicast precoding [10, 11],
which can be adopted for practical use after the introduction of the super-frame structure in the recent
DVB-S2X standard [12, 13]. Additionally, the selection
of users and how they are grouped becomes highly relevant for the performance of precoding; in this regard,
user scheduling has been also the object of different
recent publications [3, 14, 15, 16].
New V/HTS are expected to multiply the current offered throughput by a single satellite without the corresponding increase of the feeder link bandwidth. As
a consequence, additional links are required between
the ground and the satellite, with multiple gateways
(GWs) to be employed so that the feeder link does not
become a bottleneck. Even though frequencies above
the Ka-band are used, such as Q/V-band, W-band or
optical [17, 18, 19, 20], several ground stations are still
required due to the associated challenges of a unique
gateway able to provide high throughputs with the required availability. Thus, it is not uncommon to find
some active ground stations operating the same satellite, with some others additional idle ground stations
for redundancy. In the case of optical feeder links, a
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unique ground station suffices to channelize the entire
throughput. However, the use of additional active optical ground stations can reduce the investment on the
ground segment [20].
A satellite coverage is usually formed by several
beams that illuminate a given Earth region for a specific service. In the multiple gateway operation, the
coverage is split into different groups of beams, labeled
as clusters. Each cluster service is assigned to a different gateway that employs a given subset of radiating
elements, also known as feeds, that are available in
the satellite. Under full frequency reuse (FFR), all onboard radiating elements use the same frequency band,
rising the co-channel interference levels. Due to the
multiple-gateway operation, two types of co-channel
interference can be defined: (i) intra-cluster interference due to the neighboring beams within the same
cluster; and (ii) inter-cluster interference, caused by
the signals addressed to users in other clusters. This
multiple gateway scenario is depicted in Fig. 1. The
user signals transmitted by the gateways can be precoded to mitigate the co-channel interference,with the
challenge of finding an effective and practical design.
The mitigation of the inter-cluster interference may require the exchange of information or the joint design
of the precoders across gateways, thus increasing the
complexity of the ground segment. In addition, frame
precoding is also required for satellite communications
due to the long forward error codewords. By frame precoding we will refer to the linear operation performed
on the transmit symbols to mitigate the co-channel
interference at the receivers, when several users in a
given beam are served by one codeword for each channel use. Frame precoding with multiple gateways was
initially analyzed in [21] and more recently in [22]. In
both cases cooperation among the gateways was assumed for the design of the precoders.
In this paper, our objective is to explore the performance limits of multiple-gateway precoding solutions
when gateways do not communicate with each other,
conditioned by the frame operation mode. We will detail further and extend our preliminary results on twolevel precoding presented in [23], therein without frame
constraints. The two-level precoder is formed by both
an inner-precoder, which is designed to fight the intracluster interference, and an outer-precoder which is in
charge of limiting the inter-cluster interference (see
Fig. 2). To some extent, connections with two-level
interference mitigation schemes for terrestrial systems
can be made. This concept has been pursued in the literature under different names: two-stage beamforming
[24], hierarchical interference mitigation [25], or twotier precoding [26]. The common ground is to design
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an outer beamformer to address the inter-group interference, whereas an inner-precoder performs the intragroup multiplexing. These ideas can be traced back
to [27] and [28], where dimensionality reduction techniques were proposed for massive MIMO systems: a
pre-beamforming stage applies an approximate blockdiagonalization based on second-order statistics. Thus,
no real-time feedback of the channel values is required
to track the slow variation of the spatial correlation.
Caire et al. applied these ideas to a single cell setting, generalizing the concept of sectorization commonly employed in cellular deployments, to grouping
based on second-order statistics. Other works such as
[25] and [26] applied similar ideas to multiple interfering base stations. More recently, the case of multiple
cells and a multi-layer precoding structure, combining also instantaneous channel knowledge and average
statistics, was pursued in [29].
The current work presents a two-level interference
cancellation scheme for the downlink of a multibeam
satellite, which is managed by multiple gateways. An
outer precoder on-board the satellite is designed based
on the SLNR (Signal-to-Leakage and Noise Ratio) criterion, previously proposed in the literature for other
multi-user scenarios [30, 31, 32]. This on-board beamforming network is complemented by inner precoders
at the gateways, which operate with instantaneous
local channel information and global statistics, and
do not require the exchange of information among
the gateways, thus simplifying the ground segment.
Frame-based precoding is addressed to multiplex several intra-beam users within the same channel use, so
that multicast designs need to be developed for each
level. Interestingly, the nature of the proposed twolevel precoding is such that an independent approach
for each level can be pursued, so that the degree of
adaptation, the required channel information, and the
users which are considered can differ from one level
to the other. The preliminary work in [23] has been
extended in this paper to provide a more general twolevel precoder framework that enables multicast transmissions to support frame constraints. In addition, this
framework allows to build new two-level precoder designs by setting different degrees of adaptation for each
level.
After presenting the system model in Section 3, the
implementation of two-level frame precoding is described in Section 4. After that, the numerical results
and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Notation: Upper (lower) boldface letters denote matrices (vectors). (.)H , (.)T , tr{·}, IN , diag{·} denote
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In this work we focus on the forward link of a multibeam satellite communication system with multiple
gateways. Let Q denote the number of beams filling
up the satellite coverage and M the number of gateways in the system. The spots-beam in the coverage
are divided into M different groups, known as clusters,
each served by a different gateway, as represented in
Q
Fig. 1. Thus, k = M
beams are assigned to each gate[1]
way . The satellite has N radiating elements or feeds
to serve the beams, with N ≥ Q. To serve each cluster, the gateways have access to a different subset of n
satellite feeds, with n ≥ k, such that the groups of n
feeds are not necessarily disjoint.We assume an ideal
feeder link between the gateways and the satellite, and
a Beamforming Network (BFN) in the satellite that
synthesizes the received signals from the gateways to
relay them to the users in the coverage. Each subset
of feeds has an available power Pm for its respective
cluster. This power restriction is based on the use of an
active antenna array with multi-port amplifiers [20], so
that the power can be shared among those amplifiers
serving a given cluster.
We use Hm,p ∈ Ck×n to denote the channel between
the n satellite feeds operated by the p-th gateway and
the k beams in the m-th cluster. Thus, Hm,m ∀m denotes the channel between the satellite feeds operated
by the m-th gateway and its assigned cluster, and
Hm,p ∀m 6= p denotes the channel that contains the
inter-cluster interference in the m-th cluster that is
caused by the satellite feeds operated by the p-th gateway. The (r, l)-th entry of the matrix Hm,p is given by
√

Figure 2 Two-level precoding structure. The outer precoder B
operates on-board the satellite, whereas the inner precoder T
is on the gateway.

Hermitian transpose, transpose, matrix trace operator, N × N identity matrix, and diagonal matrix, respectively. E [·] is the expected value operator.

2 Methods
The Sum Mean-Square Error (SMSE) and SLNR criteria are combined to build different types of two-level
frame precoders. The satellite frame constraints and
limited on-board adaptation capabilities are taken into
account for the design process. The proposed designs
are tested under a real multibeam diagram pattern;
Monte Carlo simulations are employed to model the
effect of the random location of the users.

3 System Model

hr,l = e

jφrl

√

GR Grl
.
kB T W 4πdr /λ

(1)

Here, Grl represents the transmit antenna gain from
the l-th feed to the corresponding location in the rth beam. As for the rest of the terms, GR refers to
the receive antenna gain, λ is the carrier wavelength,
kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, T and W are the
clear sky noise temperature of the receiver and the user
link bandwidth, respectively, φrl is the phase rotation
introduced by the channel, and dr is the distance from
the satellite to the user in the r-th beam of the m-th
cluster.
The information from each gateway is encoded and
k×1
grouped in the vectors of symbols
,m =
 sm ∈ C
H
1, . . . , M , normalized as E sm sm = Ik , which is linearly processed by the two-level precoder Fm . In the
For simplicity we assume that the number of beams
per cluster is the same, although in practice could vary.
Minor modifications in the notation could serve to describe this more general framework.
[1]
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unicast case, k users per cluster are simultaneously
served, one per beam; the received signals and noise are
collected in the vectors ym , nm ∈ Ck×1 , m = 1, . . . , M ,
respectively. The noise nm is zero-mean unit variance Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), such


that E nm nH
m = Ik . The two-level precoder Fm ∈
Cn×k , m = 1, . . . , M is composed by an outer-precoder
Bm ∈ Cn×k , m = 1, . . . , M , and an inner-precoder
Tm ∈ Ck×k , m = 1, . . . , M , with Fm = Bm Tm , as
per Fig. 2. The system input-output relation can be
written as
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is the b-th row of the matrix

[i]
Hm,m ,

and

[i]
vd,m,p

is the

[i]
Hm,p .

In the multicast case more than one user per beam
gets data from the same frame; this group of NG users
shares the same two-level precoder. This precoder can
be fully or partially reused across different frame transmissions, corresponding to a number NU of users. The
relation between NU and NG will be detailed at each
level when designing the two-level precoder. Similarly
to [10], we extend the notation (2) to address the multicast case. Thus, the signals for the i-th user in a given
beam are collected as
y1
[i]
y2
..
.

[i]
SINRb,m

[i]

The on-board beamforming matrices Bm are the
outer-precoders, whereas the processing taking place
at the ground gateways is featured by the innerprecoding matrices Tm . If the gateways communicate
directly with the radiating satellite feeds, then Fm is
entirely implemented at the m-th gateway, in what it
is known as On-ground Beamforming (OGBF) [22],
and which will not be considered here.



Direct Signal
z
}|
{

where fb,m is the b-th column of the matrix Fm , wb,m




.


served by the same frame, with

(3)

nM

[i]

where i = 1, . . . , NU . Now, ym , nm ∈ Ck×1 , m =
1, . . . , M are the received signal vector and the noise
vector of the i-th user in the m-th cluster, respectively.
The Signal-to-Interference plus Noise ratio (SINR)
of the i-th user in the b-th beam from the m-th cluster
will be determined by the poorest channel of all those

The maximization of the
d-th row of the matrix
SINR is a very complex task, with M coupled variables
Fm to be designed. This is why we will operate in the
next section with a more convenient metric, computed
as the ratio of the intra-cluster signal power to the
off-cluster leaked interference plus noise [30].

4 Two-Level Frame Precoding
The grouping of users to be served by the same frame
is based on the similarity of the corresponding channels, in order to limit the degradation with respect to
the unicast case [3]. As an example, Fig. 3 illustrates a
particular case with M = 2 clusters and k = 2 beams
per cluster. In each beam, different groups X of users
are formed with X={A,B,C,D} so that the groups with
the same label across the beams are addressed simultaneously. The different groups are served in consecutive frames by employing the precoder Fm [X], with
m ∈ {1, 2} denoting the corresponding cluster. For the
sake of clarity in the design process, we drop the dependence of the precoder on the user group, and denote
the two level precoder as Fm .
Next we will detail how to design the two-level precoders Fm as a two-step process, starting with the
outer precoders Bm which operate in the satellite, and
following with the inner precoders Tm in the gateways.
We derive first the expressions for the outer-precoder
and inner-precoder for the multicast case. The design
will be made for a specific selection of users, and will be
such that it can be tailored to the amount of available
channel information. Then, different two-level strategies are presented exploiting the flexibility in the twolevel design.
4.1 Outer-precoder
The outer-precoders {Bm } are designed to minimize
the inter-cluster interference. For that purpose, the
intra-cluster signal strength to the off-cluster leaked
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Then, the overall inter-cluster interference to the group
of NG users sharing the precoder can be written as

B

C

(6)

A
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i=1

The received power can be accumulated for all users
which are simultaneously served to yield

time

NG
X

[i]
Sm
= tr{FH
m

i=1

NG
X
H
[i]
(H[i]
m,m Hm,m )Fm }.

(9)

i=1

Now, we can define the overall SLNR metric of the
m-th gateway as

interference plus noise (SLNR) is set as the optimization criterion. Thus, we do not address the highly nonconvex SINR optimization which would be required to
minimize simultaneously the intra-cluster and intercluster interference. Initially, let us assume that the
design is made for a group of NG users sharing the
precoder. Then, the inter-cluster interference power
posed by the m-th gateway on the k users of cluster p
[i]
with multicast index i is given by E{kHp,m Fm sm k2 },
so that the total off-cluster leakage on the users with
multicast index i reads as
X

e [i] H H
e [i] )Fm }.
(H
m
m

[i]
[i]
[i] H
[i]
Sm
= E{kHm,m
Fm sm k2 } = tr{FH
m Hm,m Hm,m Fm }
(8)

Figure 3 Multicast setting. (a) User grouping. (b) Frame
structure.
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On the other hand, the total power received by those
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the m-th gateway can be expressed as
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where the expectation is taken with respect to the
e [i]
transmitted symbols sm , and H
m is the matrix that
comprises the channels from the m-th gateway to users
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L[i]
m +

NG
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i

H [i]
tr{E n[i]
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i=1

Then, the SLNR optimization problem reads as
Fm = arg max

tr{FH
m G m Fm }
H
tr{Fm Gem Fm } + k

(11)

s. to tr{Fm FH
m } ≤ Pm ,
with the matrices (Gramians) Gm and Gem defined as

p6=m

(5)

[i]
Sm

Gm ,

NG
1 X
H[i] H H[i] ,
NG i=1 m,m m,m

NG
1 X
e [i] H H
e [i] .
Gem ,
H
m
NG i=1 m

(12)

(13)
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The optimization problem from (11) is such that the
power constraint at the solution is not necessarily active, at least for some gateways. However, for reasons
that will become more clear later in the paper, the
identification of that solution requires the exchange of
information among gateways. In consequence, we will
use the maximum available power at the gateways, in
the understanding thatthe optimality loss is the price
to pay for an autonomous operation. Thus, we can
rephrase the problem as
Fm = arg max
s. to

tr{FH
m G m Fm }
H
e
tr{Fm (Gm + µm · In )Fm }

(14)

tr{Fm FH
m } = Pm

where µm = Pkm . This constrained bound for the SLNR
will be used to drive the design of the two-level precoder Fm .
For convenience, we drop the subindex m, and write
henceforth Gm , Gem , Fm and µm in (14) simply as G,
e F and µ, respectively. We exploit the Generalized
G,
Eigenvalue Decomposition (GEVD):
GZ = (Ge + µ · In )ZΓ,

(15)

where Γ is n × n positive (semi-)definite diagonal
with the generalized eigenvalues (in descending order), and the columns of Z comprise the generalized eigenvectors. Then it holds that ZH GZ = Γ and
ZH (Ge + µ · In )Z = In [33]. Letting now P = Z−1 F,
with (economy-size[2] ) SVD P = USVH , one has
tr{PH ΓP}
tr{SUH ΓUS}
tr{FH GF}
=
=
,
tr{PH P}
tr{S2 }
tr{FH (Ge + µ · In )F}
(16)
which does not depend on V. It can be easily shown
that (16) is maximized with respect to S (diagonal
positive semidefinite) and U (semi-unitary) when S =
αe1 eH
1 and U = [ e1 U0 ], where α > 0 is chosen to
satisfy the power constraint, e1 is the first element of
the canonical basis (of appropriate dimension) and U0
is an arbitrary n × (k − 1) semi-unitary matrix such
that UH
0 e1 = 0. However, this yields the rank 1 matrix
P = αe1 (Ve1 )H .

(17)

In other words,

U

is

The simulations show that the overall SLNR degrades at most by a few dB, whereas the key overall
SINR, affected by both intra- and inter-cluster interference, improves by several dB with respect to the
solution to (14).
[3]

Hence, the overall channel Hm F = Hm ZP from gateway m to its intended users would also have rank 1,
[2]

clearly unsufficient to support k intra-cluster users requiring k independent streams.
To avoid this undesired effect, we may fix S = αIk , in
which case (16) becomes simply tr{UH ΓU}/k. Maximizing this with respect to U semi-unitary,
the op
Ik
timum is found to be U =
, yielding P =
0
 H 
V
α
, which now has full rank k. The precoder0
beamformer matrix becomes F = αZP = αZ1 VH ,
where Z1 is n × k and comprises the first k columns of
Z.
The splitting of F = BT as the product of the outer
and inner precoders can be pursued in different ways;
for example, if we want B to be semi-unitary, we use
the SVD Z1 = U1 S1 V1H and then take B = U1 and
T = αS1 V1H VH .
The previous design is oriented to causing as little inter-cluster interference as possible to other gateways’ users, but it does not take into account the
intra-cluster interference. It is not clear that the constrained factorization of the inner precoding matrix as
T = αS1 V1H VH will be able to help fight this intracluster interference. In fact, some simulations showed
us that this is not necessarily the case. In consequence,
we make a practical approach to obtain the two-level
precoder, and decouple the design of both precoders.
We keep the outer precoder design as B = U1 from the
SLNR optimization problem to reduce the inter-cluster
interference, and design an inner precoder which takes
also into account the inter-cluster interference. The
combined outer-inner precoder will no longer be optimal under the SLNR criterion in (14), but will be able
to mitigate also the intra-cluster interference, so that
the global balance will be positive as the simulations
confirm[3] . Additionally, this design makes it possible
an autonomous operation of the gateways, and leaves
additional degrees of freedom to mitigate the intracluster interference, as detailed next.
Interestingly, the splitting of the two-level precoder
provides some valuable freedom for the design process.
For instance, the rate of adaptation does not have to
be necessarily the same for the inner and the outer
precoders, and may remain fixed for several frames.
In practice, it may not be feasible to optimize Fm
to the specific channel realization. If we assume On
Board Beamforming (OBBF), the outer-precoder can
be seen as a beamforming network. The maximization

n×k

whereas

S

and

V

are

k × k.
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of (10) would require the permanent adaptation of the
BFN, which might be too demanding for the payload.
If the BFN remains fixed for r frames, then the outerprecoder Bm would be designed for a number of users
NU = r · NG . In the limit, for a completely fixed BFN,
i.e., unbounded r, the Gramian matrices in (12) and
(13) are approximated as

After the optimization process, the inter-cluster
aware unicast precoder is given by [22]
Tm =

√

H
tm BH
m Am Bm + γm Bm Bm

−1

H
BH
m Hm,m ,

(24)
with



Gm ≈ E H H
m,m Hm,m ,
h
i
e HH
em
Gem ≈ E H
m

(18)
(19)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the
channel matrices.
4.2 Inner-precoder
The inner precoder needs to be designed to reduce the
intra-cluster interference, conditioned by the operation
in an environment with inter-cluster interference. We
will introduce first the expressions for the unicast case,
taken from [22], to be extended afterwards for the multicast case.
4.2.1 Unicast Case
The design criterion is based on the minimization of
the SMSE, computed as the aggregation for all clusters
of the squared error between transmit symbols sm and
estimated values at receivers ŝm :
SMSE =

M
X

tr{Em },

(20)

m=1

with


Em , E (sm − ŝm )(sm − ŝm )H .

(21)

We assume that end users cannot cooperate and that
all receivers in the same cluster apply a common normalization factor:
1
ŝm = √ ym
tm

Am , HH
m,m Hm,m + Σm ,

(25)

M
X
tm H
Hp,m Hp,m .
t
p=1 p

(26)

Σm ,

p6=m

Interestingly, the optimal regularization factor is
proved to be γm = k/Pm in [22] if the power constraint
is active. Furthermore, we can avoid the dependence
of Σm on the scaling factors in other clusters if we
approximate Σm as
Σm ≈

M
X

HH
p,m Hp,m

(27)

p=1
p6=m

where the different scaling factors {tm } have been assumed to be similar. Yet, this design still requires
the coordination of the different gateways to exchange
their respective Channel State Information (CSI) matrices. An autonomous design of the different precoders, based solely on the instantaneous intra-cluster
channel information Hm,m , is feasible if the intercluster channel Gramians in Σm are replaced by their
corresponding expectations, so that

Σm ≈

M
X

E[HH
p,m Hp,m ].

(28)

p=1
p6=m

(22)

√
with 1/ tm the scaling applied by users in cluster m.
Therefore, the SMSE can be expressed as

Now, the gateways only rely on local CSI, and some
second-order statistics of the channel that are assumed
to be known beforehand.

4.2.2 Multicast case
SMSE =
The extension of the precoder design to the multicast

M
X
1
1
H H H case requires the redefinition of the sum mean-square
tr Ik − √ Hm,m Bm Tm − √ Tm Bm Hm,m +
tm
tm
error in (20), to accommodate NU simultaneous users
m=1
!
)
per beam:
M
X 1
1
H H
H
Tm Bm
H Hp,m Bm Tm +
Ik .
t p,m
tm
NU X
M
p=1 p
X
SMSE =
tr{E[i]
(29)
(23)
m },
i=1 m=1
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with

1

2

3

4

1

2

(30)

1

2

3

4

For the multicast design, we assume a different innerprecoder per frame, so that NU = NG in the design
process of the inner-precoder.
By working with (29), we have

3

4

1

2

3

4

1
1
[i]
Hm,m
Bm Tm − √ TH
BH H[i] H +
E[i]
m = Ik − √
tm
tm m m m,m
!
M
X
1 [i] H [i]
1
H H
Tm Bm
Hp,m Hp,m Bm Tm +
Ik .
t
tm
p=1 p

SMSE =

NU X
M
X

[i]
tr{Em
}=

i=1 m=1

NU
M X
X

[i]
tr{Em
}=

m=1 i=1

NU
1 1 X
√
NU ·
tr Ik −
H[i] Bm Tm −
tm NU i=1 m,m
m=1
M
X

NU
X
1
H 1
√ TH
B
H[i] H +
tm m m NU i=1 m,m
H
TH
m Bm

Figure 4 Beams are divided into four sectors. The sectors with
the same numeration are served at the same time.

(

NU
M
X
1 1 X
H [i]
H[i]
p,m Hp,m
t
N
p
U
p=1
i=1

can also be used for the multicast case since the problem presents a similar structure. The equivalent expressions to (27) and (28) read now as

!
Bm Tm +

1
Ik . (31)
tm

The minimization of SMSE in (31) is equivalent to
the corresponding unicast problem in (23), if the average channel matrices and average Gramians of all
the involved user channels are used instead. In consequence, the inter-cluster aware multicast precoder is
given by

Σm ≈

NU
M X
X

H [i]
H[i]
p,m Hp,m

(35)

p=1 i=1
p6=m

if cooperation among gateways is feasible, and
Σm ≈ NU

M
X

E[HH
p,m Hp,m ]

(36)

p=1
p6=m

for autonomous operation.

[i] H
Hm,m
H[i]
m,m + Σm ,

(33)

NU
M
X
tm X
H [i]
H[i]
p,m Hp,m .
t
p
p=1
i=1

(34)

4.3 Flexible Two-Level Design
As mentioned earlier in the section, the two-level design affords some flexibility: different group sizes can
be chosen at each level by setting the corresponding
NU accordingly. Thus, the outer-precoder and/or the
inner-precoder can be reused in different frame transmissions if required, with possibly different update
rates in both cases. Thus, the two-level precoder Fm
could remain fixed, at least partially, for some groups
of users in the mth cluster. Before delving into the different strategies for the updating rates, let us address
the user scheduling process and its interplay with the
framing structure.

The optimal regularization factor is easily seen to be
now equal to γm = kNU /Pm if the power constraint is
active. The proof for the regularization factor in [22]

4.3.1 User Scheduling
Scheduling has a two-fold role, namely, the grouping of users at each beam to be served by the same
frame, and the matching of groups at different beams

Tm =

√

tm BH
m Am Bm

+

−1
γm BH
m Bm

BH
m

NU
X

H
H[i]
m,m ,

i=1

(32)
with
Am ,

NU
X
i=1

Σm ,

p6=m
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A) r=1 ( Fully adaptive)
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time

B

C

Cluster 1
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Figure 5 Multicast scenario with groups formed with the
Geographical Scheduling Algorithm (GSA).

to be precoded simultaneously. The latter can be addressed by the Geographical Scheduling Algorithm
(GSA) from [15]: beams are divided into sectors, so
that only groups in the same relative position (sector)
at different beams are served simultaneously. Thus,
users in different beams are guaranteed to keep a minimum separation for the sake of the precoding scheme.
The scheduling process is such that the sectors are
served sequentially in time, and similarly for the different user groups inside each sector. Users are grouped
by following a clustering algorithm; in this regard, we
have chosen the MaxDist clustering from [14], which
tries to minimize the inter-group distance by dealing
with the most isolated user in the sector. Thus, if
beams are divided into four sectors as in Fig. 4, the
initial example in Fig. 3 is transformed into the scenario in Fig. 5 with GSA.
4.3.2 Two-Level Design
We consider that the inner-precoders will be computed
on a frame basis, since gateways are expected to use
real-time CSI for the permanent adaptation of the linear precoders. As opposed, configurability of the onboard outer-precoder, or BFN, is usually quite limited,
so that real-time adaptation is rarely feasible. Thus,
different update requirements can be set by designing
the outer-precoder for the corresponding NU values.
For illustration purposes, Fig. 5 shows four groups of

Figure 6 Adaptive designs for different levels of adaptation
within the sector.

users in the same sector. A different inner-precoder
Tm [X] will be designed for each of the four groups,
with X = {A, B, C, D}. On the other side, the outerprecoder Bm will be updated on a time-scale which
might fall under one of the following categories:
• Adaptive design: The outer-precoder is adapted
on a frame-basis, following the design from (12)
and (13). Real-time cooperation among the gateways is required to exchange the CSI to compute the precoders. The update rate can be relaxed if the same outer-precoder is designed for
a number of r > 1 consecutive frames, with
NU = r·NG . For illustration purposes, Fig. 6 illustrates three different update rates for the outerprecoder, namely, at every frame, at every other
frame, and once in four frames. Note that the
inner-precoder is designed on a frame-basis. For
those cases for which the outer-precoder is fixed
for several frame transmissions, the MaxDist clustering can be also used to determine which groups
are going to be served by the same outer-precoder.
In the limit, a sector-based outer-precoder is common for all the groups inside the same sector in
Fig. 7, as detailed next.
• Sector-based design: In the limit, when NU
grows very large, the adaptive design boils down
to a sector-based design, and rather than instantaneous CSI, second-order statistics in (18) and (19)
can be used instead. Thus, cooperation among
gateways can be skipped by resorting to average
channel behavior.
• Robust design: Although the sector-based design alleviates the update requirements, it still
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Table 1 Outer-precoder designs
1st
Sector

Sec

Bm
Frame #A

Frame #B

Frame #C

Frame #D

Tm[A]

Tm[B]

Tm[C]

Tm[D]

2nd
Sector

Outer-precoder
Design
Adaptive
Sector-Based
Robust

Update
Per sector
Per frame
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Cooperation
among GW
Yes
No
No

time

Table 2 Satellite system parameters
Figure 7 Sector-based design for the outer-precoder.

Rb

Bm
Frame #A

Frame #B

Frame #C

Frame #D

Tm [A]

Tm [B]

Tm [C]

Tm[D]

1st
Sector

2nd
Sector

time

Figure 8 Robust design for the outer-precoder.

needs the capacity to tune the BFN to serve users
in different beam sectors. For a completely fixed
BFN, a robust design must be valid for users in
all sectors. Again, cooperation among gateways is
avoided by using channel second-order statistics:
the average channels are obtained now for each
beam without any sectorization across the clusters. Thus, an outer-precoder Bm is obtained for
the m-th cluster in the robust design, instead of
multiple Bm in the sector-based design; one for
each sector in the beams across the cluster. An
example of the frame structure for this design is
presented in Fig. 8.
Table 1 collects the different outer-precoder designs
according to the update and gateway cooperation requirements. The computational burden of the proposed solutions is the same for all the presented designs, they only differ in the kind of channel information employed. For fixed OBBF satellite systems, the
robust design provides a set of coefficients for the outer
(on-board) precoder. To support a non-fixed BFN design, a more complex payload implementation is required to update the BFN periodically. Conventional
space-based beamforming techniques include analog
and digital BFN; both kind of BFN present their particular impairments to set up the BFN coefficients in
terms of precision and calibration. OGBF may be a
more desirable solution since it avoids the additional
complexity on board the satellite, but it still suffers
from calibration issues [34]. Furthermore, OGBF requires the allocation of more feeder link capacity to
exchange all the feed signals with the satellite.

Satellite forward link
Diagram pattern
Number of beams
Number of feeds
Number of gateways
Number of feeds per cluster
Number of beams per cluster
Number of sectors per beam
User density [user/km2 ]
Number of users per sector
Number of users per frame
Frequency band [GHz]
Frequency coloring scheme
Number of polarizations
Total Bandwidth [MHz]
Beam bandwidth [MHz]
Terminal G/T [dB/K]
Feed synchronization
Fading
Traffic distribution

Provided by ESA [2]
100
155
10
30
10
4
9 · 10−3
24
1 (Unicast), 2, 3
20
FFR
1
500
500
17.68
Perfect synchronization
No Fading
Uniform

5 Results and Discussion
We have tested the performance of the proposed twolevel precoding scheme in a Monte Carlo simulation
for the specifications of a multibeam satellite antenna
which uses a feed reflector antenna array with N = 155
feeds and Q = 100 beams. The radiation pattern is
provided by the European Space Agency (ESA) and
has been used, among other references, in [22]. We
assume FFR, so that the whole bandwidth is available for all beams. The coverage is split into M = 10
clusters, each managed by a different gateway, with
k = 10 beams per cluster. Each gateway exchanges signals with n = 30 feeds, so that some feeds are shared
by more than one cluster. All the system parameters
are collected in Table 2. The sectors for precoding
matching purposes are shown in Fig. 4: four sectors
per beam are chosen for simplicity and illustration purposes, with users grouped as described in Section 4.3.1.
As detailed in that section, more sophisticated sectorization designs can be pursued in accordance with the
user scheduling mechanism. The number of users per
frame (1, 2 o or 3) determines the number of groups
per sector for a given user density. Thus, with 24 users
per sector and 2 users per frame, 12 groups will be
formed per sector.
The two-level precoding scheme has been tested for
the different adaptation granularities detailed in Section 4.3.2. Both inner and outer precoders set the required amount of cooperation among gateways. Fol-
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Table 3 Outer-Precoders
Gm =

1
NU

NU
X

[i] H
[i]
Hm,m Hm,m , Gem =

1
NU

i=1

Fully Adaptive
Sector-Based
Robust

NU
X

H e [i]
e [i]
H
m Hm

i=1

GEVD: Gm Z = (Gem + µm · In )ZΓ
Z1 comprises the first k columns of Z
Bm = U1 with the SVD: Z1 = U1 S1 V1H
NU = NG and the design is made for each group of users.
NU = ∞ and an infinite number of users within the sector is assumed
NU = ∞ and an infinite number of users within the beam is assumed

Table 4 Inner-precoders
Tm =

√

H
tm BH
m Am Bm + γm Bm Bm

−1

BH
m

NU
X

[i] H

Hm,m

i=1

γm =

k·NU
Pm

, Am ,

NU
X

[i]

[i] H

Hm,m Hm,m + Σm

i=1

NU = NG and the design is made for each group of users
NU
X
P
[i] H [i]
Cooperative
Σm ≈ M
Hp,m Hp,m
p=1
Σ m ≈ NU

lowing Tables 3 and 4, the following cases have been
evaluated:
a) Fully Adaptive Two-Level: We assume cooperation among the gateways to share the leakage channels. The outer precoders are fully adaptive, and the cooperative inner-precoders are employed.
b) Cooperative Sector-Based Two-Level: We
assume cooperation among the gateways to share
the leakage channels. The outer precoders are
sector-based, and cooperative inner-precoders are
employed.
c) Autonomous Sector-Based Two-Level: We
assume a distributed solution for the gateways so
that they only rely on local instantaneous CSI and
second-order statistics of the remaining channel
responses. The outer precoders are sector-based,
and autonomous inner-precoders are employed.
d) Autonomous Robust Two-Level: We assume
a distributed solution for the gateways so that
they only rely on local instantaneous CSI and
second-order statistics of the channel. The outer
precoders are fixed (robust design), whereas autonomous inner-precoders are employed.
In an ideal cooperation scenario, that is: (i) there
are no constraints on the information exchanged by
the gateways; (ii) all satellite radiating elements are
reachable by all the gateways; and (iii) gateways cooperate to design the precoders, the optimal precoders
will have the same performance as the single-gateway
scenario. Therefore, the single gateway implementation sets an upper bound for the performance of the
proposed two-level precoder designs. With only one
gateway, the two-level precoder is no longer necessary

p6=m i=1
PM
H
p=1 E[Hp,m Hp,m ]
p6=m

8
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Fully Adaptive
Coop. Sector-Based
Auton. Sector-Based
Auton. Robust
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Figure 9 Numerical results for 1 user per frame (Unicast
mode).

since only intra-cluster interference is present in the
system. Thus, the precoder is only formed by the innerprecoder and it is designed with (31) by setting the
number of clusters to one, M = 1. As it could be
expected, this precoder is the same as the multicast
precoder from [21], since both precoders are designed
under the SMSE framework with only one gateway.
The numerical results are presented in Figs. 9, 10
and 11 for different number of users per frame. As
performance metric, we use the average frame spectral efficiency across the coverage region which can be
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with
8
Single-Gateway
Fully Adaptive
Coop. Sector-Based
Auton. Sector-Based
Auton. Robust

Spectral Efficency (bps/Hz)

7
6

[i]

SINRb,m [A] = min SINRb,m
i∈A

(39)
(40)

5

where SINR[i] denotes the SINR of ith user. The results are presented versus different signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) values, which are obtained after a calibration
process. If hb ∈ C1×N denotes the channel vector for a
given user within the b-th beam in the coverage, then
we define the average channel matrix as

4
3
2
1


E [h1 ]


..
H=

.
E [hK ]
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Figure 10 Numerical results for 2 users per frame.

(41)

where the expectation is taken with respect to all the
users locations. With this, the SNR is calibrated as
SNR = tr{HCCH HH }/Q

8
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Coop. Sector-Based
Auton. Sector-Based
Auton. Robust

Spectral Efficency (bps/Hz)
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6

with C the transmit beamforming matrix
√
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X
P
C= p
Pm .
HH , P =
tr{HH H}
m=1
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20
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SNR (dB)

Figure 11 Numerical results for 3 users per frame.

obtained as

η=

(42)

Q
M
1 XX
ηb,m ,
M Q m=1

(37)

b=1

with ηb,m the average spectral efficiency from the bth beam in the m-th cluster. For a given frame and
realization, with users in set A from the b-th beam in
the m-th cluster, the spectral efficiency is obtained as

ηb,m [A] = log2 (1 + SINRb,m [A])

(38)

Among the different two-level strategies, the fully
adaptive solution presents the best performance, since
it makes use of the instantaneous CSI for the design
of both outer and inner precoders, and exploits the
cooperation among gateways.
Performance in Figs. 9-11 is upper bounded by the
single-gateway solution and lower bounded by the autonomous robust scheme. The performance of a fixed
outer-precoder is greatly enhanced if a different design is used per sector; even further, no degradation
is noticed in such a case when the gateways do not
cooperate, and adapt their inner-precoders with only
real-time local information and statistical global CSI.
The effect of the refreshment rate of the outer precoder can be observed in Fig. 12, which shows the average performance after serving 24 users per beam in
24 consecutive frames, that is, unicast case. All the
adaptive schemes combine an outer-precoder which remains fixed for the labeled number of frames, with a
cooperative inner-precoder; as lower bound the performance of the sector-based outer-precoder combined
with an autonomous inner-precoder is also presented.
All the curves lie between this lower bound and the
performance of the fully adaptive scheme. An interesting conclusion can be drawn if we compare the performance of the lower bound with the adaptive solution
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Figure 12 Numerical results for one user per frame (unicast
mode) and different outer-precoder refreshment periods.

with r = 24. In both cases, one outer-precoder is employed for the whole sector but the adaptive solution
requires the cooperation among gateways to share the
instantaneous CSI. Thus, in this particular scenario,
it may be better to use the sector-based solution since
it avoids information exchanges by using the secondorder statistics of the channel.
In order to evaluate the impact of the multicast, the
results for the different two-level designs are presented
in Fig. 13 for 1, 2, and 3 users per frame, and a fixed
operation point of SNR = 20 dB. As expected, the
performance degrades with the number of users per
frame. It can be also noticed that the single-gateway
scenario suffers the most when multicasting comes into
play.
A given user will enjoy a spectral efficiency that will
depend on a number of factors: its relative location inside the coverage area, the location of the users which
are simultaneously served during the same frame, and
the precoding scheme. The spectral efficiency empirical probability density function (pdf) is represented
for both unicast and multicast (3 users) cases in Figs.
14 and 15, for SNR = 20 dB. The upper bound (single
gateway with a unique cluster) shows a more compact
spectral efficiency distribution, with higher variance in
the multicast case. The different precoding versions of
the multi-gateway case achieve a lower average spectral efficiency, as analyzed before, with higher variance: this is the cost of operating with multiple gateways serving clusters which are not isolated from an
interference point of view. This higher variance is due
to the degraded performance of some beams at the
edge of the different clusters, which suffer from the
distributed nature of the precoding scheme across the

2

3

Number of user per frame

SNR (dB)

Figure 13 Multicast performance for different number of users
per frame. SNR= 20 dB.

gateways. Nevertheless, the variance of the spectral efficiency shows very low dependence with the number
of users per multicast frame, as opposed to the single
gateway case.

6 Conclusions
A combined two-level ground and space precoder has
been designed for multibeam satellites with several
gateways, able to operate with multicast frames such
as those defined in DVB-S2X. The Signal-to-Lekage
and Noise Ratio criterion has been used to fight intercluster interference with the outer-precoder, whereas
the Sum Mean-Squared Error drove the design of
the inner-precoder to mitigate the intra-cluster interference. Flexibility has been achieved with a design
which can accommodate the lack of cooperation among
the gateways, and tested to operate under different
on-board adaptation capabilities. A good scheduling
strategy has been also seen to be instrumental to limit
the impact of the multicasting and limited adaptation
capabilities. Further work could be useful to address
the lack of perfect channel information at the gateways, when no real-time accurate CSI is available at
the transmitters.
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Figures

Figure 1 Multiple gateway scenario.

Figure 2 Two-level precoding structure. The outer precoder B
operates on-board the satellite, whereas the inner precoder T
is on the gateway.

Figure 3 Multicast setting. (a) User grouping. (b) Frame
structure.

Figure 4 Beams are divided into four sectors. The sectors with
the same numeration are served at the same time.

Figure 5 Multicast scenario with groups formed with the
Geographical Scheduling Algorithm (GSA).

Figure 6 Adaptive designs for different levels of adaptation
within the sector.

Figure 7 Sector-based design for the outer-precoder.

Figure 8 Robust design for the outer-precoder.

Figure 9 Numerical results for 1 user per frame (Unicast
mode).
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Figure 10 Numerical results for 2 users per frame.

Figure 11 Numerical results for 3 users per frame.

Figure 12 Numerical results for one user per frame (unicast
mode) and different outer-precoder refreshment periods.

Figure 13 Multicast performance for different number of users
per frame. SNR= 20 dB.

Figure 14 Spectral efficiency pdfs for 1 user per frame
(unicast mode). SNR = 20 dB.

Figure 15 Spectral efficiency pdfs for 3 users per frame. SNR
= 20 dB
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